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Damaged structures of ␣-SiC below and above the critical temperature of amorphization (T c ) under
high-energy electron irradiation were studied by means of transmission electron microscopy and
electron energy-loss spectroscopy. Above T c , crystal fragmentation takes place due to local lattice
strains caused by preferential displacements, subsequent outward diffusion of carbon atoms and
formation of silicon nano-clusters. On the other hand, the amorphous structure formed below T c can
be well characterized by the formation of Si–Si, Si–C, and sp 3 C–C covalent bonds with the
tetrahedral coordination locally retained and uniformly distributed. The primary amorphization
process under electron irradiation can be interpreted by the defect-accumulation model, in which
displaced atoms are frozen at interstitial sites before long-distance diffusion by reconstructing the
surrounding structure to relax the local strains. Accordingly the amorphization process is controlled
essentially by the mobility of displaced carbon and silicon atoms, and chemical disordering seems
to play a minor role in triggering the amorphization. A key issue for irradiation induced volume
swelling of amorphous SiC is also presented. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.1555673兴
I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of the degree of freedom seems to well correlate with the susceptibility to irradiation-induced amorphization for a wide range of ceramic structure types, though a
representative exception is SiC among other covalent- or
ionic-bonded ceramics having tetrahedral local coordination,
such as Si, SiO2 , Si3 N4 , and others. Hobbs et al.16 gave two
possible explanations for this apparent discrepancy in SiC:
共1兲 the structure is especially vulnerable to displacement of a
vertex atom in a tetrahedron, tetrahedral polytopes being destroyed in a single displacement event; and 共2兲 the possibility
of antisite disorder in displacement cascades removes the
distinguishability of Si and C.
Bolse18 has conducted ion irradiation and found that
amorphization occurs by nucleation and growth of defect
agglomerates in the still crystalline matrix, until a critical
damage density is achieved. The local atomic configuration
probed by Si K extended x-ray absorption fine structure
共EXAFS兲 has shown that a correlation between neighboring
tetrahedral structural units remains even though a highly disordered network of SiC4 -tetrahedra forms. This result excludes possibility 共1兲 above.
Possibility 共2兲 has attracted attention because the stable
covalent bonding lengths of Si–C 共0.189 nm兲, Si–Si 共0.235
nm兲, and C–C 关0.154 (sp 3 ) and 0.142 (sp 2 ) nm] are significantly different from one another, and an antisite defect can
act as a strong strain center. However, Grigull et al.,19 from
their x-ray diffraction measurements on the 002 superlattice
and the 004 fundamental reflections of ␤-SiC during ion irradiation in a dose range up to complete amorphization, have
claimed that the crystalline-to-amorphous (C – A) transition
is a continuous process rather than a sudden collapse of a
defective crystal structure and that the crystalline state re-

Silicon carbide is an attractive material for applications
ranging from small electronic devices to larger scale components in nuclear systems. For practical use intensive investigation of the effects of displacive radiation on the structure is
required: for the processing of SiC devices, microstructure
change by implantation of dopant ions is of importance,1,2
while in nuclear applications the significant swelling and
changes in mechanical properties during or after high-energy
particle irradiation are key issues.3
Numerous studies have reported that SiC is easily amorphized by high-energy particle bombardment 共electron,4 – 6
neutron,7,8 and ions9–15兲 below room temperature for damage
levels of approximately 0.1–0.5 displacements per atom
共dpa兲. This critical dose for amorphization is rather low,
compared to other Si-based ceramics. The crystallineamorphous transition in SiC has been thus attracted much
attention not only from the practical point of view, but also
from the fundamental interest in the susceptibility to
irradiation-induced loss of long-range order 共amorphization兲
of crystalline solids: in general amorphized structures are not
random and are still constrained by topological construction
rules, derived from the ways structural elements can be connected together.16 This concept of connectivity was further
extended to the degree of structural freedom to classify the
susceptibility to irradiation-induced amorphization:17 the
larger the degree of freedom is, the more the structure is
under constrained and accordingly is harder to be amorphized.
a兲
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mains stable locally with respect to amorphization up to a
high degree of chemical disorder. Hence possibility 共2兲 is
also doubtful as a direct explanation for the small susceptibility to C – A transition of SiC.
Heavy ion or fast neutron irradiation brings about cascade damage, in which extreme structural mixing at very
localized regions occurs. The C – A transition under such
conditions may be considered as structural relaxation after
local melting around the primary knock-on atoms 共PKAs兲.
Actually observation of a neutron-irradiated sample by transmission electron microscopy 共TEM兲 showed a heterogeneous
admixture of crystalline and amorphized regions, suggesting
that the C – A transition proceeds via density increment of
damaged areas. This, however, gives little clear insight for
the disordering mechanism itself, because the primary processes occurring within the cascade damage have been still
in a black box.
Recent progress in computer simulation techniques has
opened a possibility for directly probing the atomistic processes at the very initial stage of irradiation by energetic
particle bombardment. Molecular dynamics 共MD兲 simulations based on semiempirical interatomic potentials are now
at hand for treating the extremely large number of atoms.
Gao and Weber20–22 examined by MD the primary damage
states produced by tens of keV atom recoils in crystalline
SiC. They claimed that the driving force for amorphization is
due to local accumulation of Frenkel pairs and antisite defects. A notable finding in their MD simulations is that defect
clusters 共cascade damage兲 are created by a quenched-in
mechanism directly from the collisional phase of the cascade
to their final arrangements, unlike the cases for metals. Perlado et al.23 have also performed MD simulations of neutron
damage in ␤-SiC. They described a situation of damage accumulation by ‘‘ductile’’ Si sublattice and ‘‘fragile’’ C sublattice to express an outstanding capability of recombination
of Si recoils and many more defects were produced on the C
sublattice than on the Si sublattice. These simulations treated
the defects configurations after the cascade damage occurs.
In contrast to the heavy ion or neutron irradiation, highenergy electron irradiation will be more suitable to reveal the
primary mechanism of amorphization by sequential accumulation of displacive point defects, because the energy transferred to PKA produces at most several atomic displacements. Inui and Mori4,5 intensively studied the C – A
transition of SiC by electron irradiation. They used an
ultrahigh-voltage TEM 共UHV-TEM兲, and identified the critical temperature (T c ), critical electron energy, and crystal orientation dependence of the incident electron beam for the
C – A transition. They also showed that the chemical disordering always preceded the topological disordering. Nevertheless, it is still unclear whether the chemical disordering
triggers the topological disordering, and microscopically localized atomic configurations around the displaced atoms
should be examined for this purpose. In case of covalent
bonded materials, free interstitial atoms should not be stably
present without reconstructing the unsaturated bonds with
the surrounding atoms.
In the present article the short-range structural correlation in electron-irradiated ␣-SiC 共6H兲 is examined in detail,
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using electron energy-loss spectroscopy 共EELS兲 and TEM.
The former technique is especially suitable for probing both
spatial and electronic structures of localized regions around a
specific atomic element. The outline of this article is as follows: after describing the experimental detail in Sec. II, results of microanalysis of areas electron irradiated above and
below T c are presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV the microscopic mechanisms of damage processes above and below T c
are discussed, based on the results obtained in Sec. III, and
finally the origin of the large volume swelling in SiC by
irradiation is also discussed.
II. EXPERIMENT

The sample used here was a commercial 共0001兲 oriented
6H–SiC wafer 共n type, Cree Systems, Inc.兲. It was cut into
disks, 3 mm in diameter, followed by mechanical grinding
and then Ar ion milling for TEM observation. Electron irradiation was done in an UHV-TEM, Hitachi H-1250ST of
Nagoya University above room temperature 共RT兲. The critical temperature T c for amorphization was reported to be
slightly below RT.4 The irradiation was done with a focused
electron beam 共⬃400 nm in diameter兲 at an accelerating voltage of 1.0 MV with a dose rate of 1.8⫻1025 e/m2 s. Electron
irradiation at a low temperature was done in a UHV-TEM,
JEOL ARM-1300 of Hokkaido University at an accelerating
voltage of 1.25 MV at 108 K with a dose rate of 1.2
⫻1024 e/m2 s. The diameter of the focused beam was about
800 nm. The electron dose is hereafter expressed in dpa,
which is the number of Frenkel pairs formed per incident
ion. In the present study the dpa rate was calculated by   d ,
where  is the experimental electron flux and  d is the cross
section for the displacement damage by electrons.  d for
electrons having the energy E greater than E d was calculated
with the McKinley–Feshbach formula24
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where (  /4)b 2 ⫽  Z 2 r 20 (1⫺ ␤ 2 )/ ␤ 4 ; ␤ ⫽  /c that is the ratio
of electron and light velocities, Z 2 is the atomic number of
the target atom, and r 0 is the Bohr radius; ␣ ⬵Z 2 /137; E d is
the threshold energy where an atom is always displaced from
its lattice site when it receives energy greater than E d and is
never displaced at lower energy, and T m is the maximum
energy which can be transferred in a collision by an electron
of kinetic energy E
T m⫽

2 共 E⫹2mc 2 兲
E,
M 2c 2

共2兲

where M 2 is the target atomic mass. An MD calculation gave
E d ⫽40– 110 eV for Si and 25– 60 eV for C, depending on
the displaced directions.23 We estimated the average cross
section for SiC by taking E d ⫽70 and 40 eV, respectively, for
Si and C. The dpa values of SiC is derived simply by taking
the average cross sections for the displacement damage of Si
and C.
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FIG. 1. Dark-field image of electron irradiated 6H–SiC, showing strain
contrasts around the areas irradiated at RT for 1, 5, and 10 min.

The irradiated samples were subsequently examined in a
JEOL JEM200CX TEM equipped with a GATAN model 766
EELS, operated at 160 kV. A part of EELS spectra were
obtained with a Phillips CM-300 equipped with GATAN imaging filter, at EMAT, University of Antwerp, operated at
300 kV. A JEOL JEM3000F TEM equipped with GIF at The
Wakasawan Energy Research Center was also used for
energy-filtered imaging of the irradiated areas.
III. RESULTS

FIG. 2. 共a兲 Weak-beam dark-field image of 6H–SiC irradiated at RT for 30
min 共2.4 dpa兲, and associated zone-axis electron diffraction pattern from the
same area. 共b兲 Enlarged portion of 共a兲. Note bends of the lattice fringes
indicated by arrows.

A. Local structure of areas irradiated above T c

1. TEM observation and electron diffraction

The irradiated area started to exhibit a strong strain contrast immediately at the onset of the irradiation at RT. The
strain contrast gradually developed by the prolonged irradiation. A dark-field image in which three spots correspond to
areas irradiated for 1, 5, and 10 min 共0.09, 0.45, and 0.9 dpa,
respectively兲 from the left to the right, respectively, is shown
in Fig. 1. The irradiated areas exhibit so-called coffee-bean
strain contrasts typical for isotropic dilation or contraction.25
A weak-beam dark-field image after 1.8 dpa irradiation
and a zone-axis electron diffraction pattern taken from the
irradiated area are shown in Fig. 2共a兲. Fine defect contrasts
are seen over the whole irradiated area, although the associated diffraction pattern exhibited no indication of lattice defects, such as extra diffraction spots, halo rings, or any distortion of the original diffraction spots. Instead, the
background intensities around the low-order diffraction spots
were apparently increased by the irradiation. This indicates
that the crystal structure was generally well retained, though
it contained a high density of defects less than about 1 nm in
size over the irradiated area. Figure 2共b兲 is an enlarged image
of a thicker part in Fig. 2共a兲. The lattice fringes corresponding to the unit cell dimension in the c axis are slightly bent
from place to place, as indicated by arrows in the figure.
From the above observations we have attributed the defect
contrasts to the local lattice bending resulting from the displacement damage. The lattice bending gives rise to slight
misorientation locally. These local elastic strains would not
change the diffraction pattern appreciably. The same experiment was repeated on an area thicker than 2 m. After the
irradiation of 20 min 共1.8 dpa兲, the irradiated area was

slightly thinned by ion milling for better TEM observation.
As a result similar fine defect contrasts were observed and
hence the effect was not a thin foil effect.
A very thin part 共⬃5–10 nm兲 of the irradiated area was
observed in a multibeam lattice-imaging mode. Obtained
high-resolution images of the area irradiated for 1 and 20
min are shown in Figs. 3共a兲 and 3共b兲, respectively, together
with the corresponding fast Fourier transform 共FFT兲 power
spectra. No distinct difference is observed not only between
the two images but also between the two power spectra except a slight increase of diffuse background in 共b兲. This indicates that the displacement damage exerted little influence
on the zone-axis image at very thin areas. The lattice bending
in the thicker areas 关Fig. 2共b兲兴 is likely caused by a dynamical scattering effect, which can enhance the local fluctuation
of lattice planes.
2. Plasmon shift

A transmission EEL spectrum from a thin foil material
generally exhibits a distinct peak around 10–30 eV, which is
interpreted as a bulk plasmon loss. The plasmon energy E p is
expressed by26
E p ⫽ប

冑

ne 2
,
 0m 0

共3兲

based on the Drude model for metals, where ប is the Planck
constant, n is the number density of valence electrons, e is
the electron charge, m 0 is the electron mass, and  0 is the
dielectric constant of vacuum. Equation 共3兲 predicts 23.1 eV
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FIG. 3. High-resolution lattice images at a very thin part of the sample after
electron illuminated for 1 min 共a兲 and 20 min 共b兲. The right column shows
the corresponding FFT power spectra of 共a兲 and 共b兲.

for ␤-SiC, and the experimental plasmon peak was located at
22.5–22.9 eV, in fair agreement with the predicted value.
The plasmon peak energy at the irradiated areas shifted
to the lower energy side with increasing electron dose. This
redshift depended on the sample thickness of the irradiated
areas. The changes in plasmon peak position for thin and
thick areas are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the electron
dose. It is seen that the thinner area demonstrated larger plasmon shift. In the present case, the plasmon shift is considered to reflect the change in n, which should correspond to
the change in the atomic density because the overall crystal
structure and accordingly its electronic structure substantially remained unchanged, as observed in TEM. The decrease in the plasmon energy thus corresponds to the decrease in the atomic density, presumably due to the outward
diffusion of displaced atoms. This explains the thickness dependence of the plasmon shift because displaced atoms reach
the surfaces and the prolonged illumination by the strong
electron flux evaporates the surface layer more effectively in

FIG. 4. Changes in plasmon energy as a function of electron dose, taken
from a thin 共⬃100 nm兲 and thick 共⬃2 m兲 area.
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FIG. 5. Energy-filtered images of an area irradiated at RT for 20 min,
showing a zero-loss image 共a兲, thickness distribution image 共b兲, and Si 共c兲
and C 共d兲 elemental distribution images, respectively. The electronilluminated area is shown with the broken circle in 共a兲.

thinner areas. It is known that graphite layers tend to be
evaporated by the illumination of an intense electron beam.27
Therefore it can be assumed that lighter carbon atoms were
preferentially displaced and diffused away to the surface,
followed by the electron-stimulated evaporation.
3. Energy-filtered images

In order to confirm the claim in the previous section,
attempts were made to obtain two-dimensional spatial distribution of constituent elements and thickness of the electronirradiated area, using the energy-filtering TEM. Figures 5共a兲
and 5共b兲 show, respectively, an energy-filtered image taken
with the elastically scattered electrons only 共zero-loss image兲
and a thickness distribution image. The latter was displayed
by computing pixel by pixel the natural logarithm of the
intensity ratio of unfiltered and zero-loss image intensities,
according to the following general formula28
I 0 /I⫽exp共 ⫺t/ 兲 .

共4兲

Hence the intensity distribution stands for that of t/, where
t is the true sample thickness and  is the mean free path of
electron for inelastic scattering. It is seen from the intensity
distribution 共b兲 that the irradiated area was slightly thinned
compared to the surrounding unirradiated area. This apparent
thickness change revealed here can be ascribed to: 共i兲 a real
thickness variation due to a true mass loss and/or 共ii兲 a
change of the mean free path  at the irradiated area. 共ii兲 can
be caused by a change in atomic density, inversely proportional to .26 The present apparent reduction of thickness
should accompany a net mass loss, because the upper limit of
the change in  was estimated from the plasmon shift to be
only ⬃2%.
Figures 5共c兲 and 5共d兲 show C and Si distributions, respectively, imaged with C K and Si L 2,3 core loss spectra,
using the three-energy window method for the background
subtraction.26,29 The intensity profile of 共b兲–共d兲 along the
broken lines indicated in 共b兲, one across the irradiated area
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FIG. 6. Intensity profiles of Figs. 5共b兲–5共d兲 along the broken lines No. 1 共a兲
and No. 2 共b兲 indicated in Fig. 5共b兲.

共line No. 1兲 and the other running outside of the irradiated
area 共line No. 2兲, are shown in Figs. 6共a兲 and 6共b兲. The
intensity profiles were normalized by the background intensity of a thick area far from the irradiated area. Apparently
the intensity profiles across the irradiated area exhibit concave characters, in contrast to convex shapes of those outside
the irradiated area. This is an unambiguous evidence for the
reduction of the true thickness and atom contents at the irradiated area.
4. EXELFS analysis

Extended energy-loss fine structure 共EXELFS兲 is defined
as the minute oscillating structure overlaying on the
smoothly decayed background intensity extended to the
high-energy side of a core loss spectrum over hundreds of
eV, which is equivalent to EXAFS on the condition that the
dipole selection rule holds.26 The EXELFS analysis leads us
to an atomic radial distribution around the excited atom,
called a partial radial distribution function 共PRDF兲.
In the preliminary work30 we already reported the detailed analysis of EXELFS data for the irradiation above T c :
in the derived PRDF around silicon the formation of direct
Si–Si bonding was clearly observed in the area irradiated up
to 1.8 dpa. The size of the Si clusters should be no greater
than 1 nm, because there were no extra diffraction spots or
halo rings associated with such clusters in the electron diffraction. The EELS elemental analysis indicated that the carbon content is reduced by nearly 10% at the irradiated area.30
Here we have applied the reverse Monte Carlo 共RMC兲
method to the same EXELFS data, to visualize the nanoclustering. This method leads to a three-dimensional atomic configuration by randomly moving atomic positions until the
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best fit between the experimental data and calculated one
from the resultant atomic positions is obtained, starting with
an appropriate initial condition and constraint conditions
within the RMC cell containing many atoms, at least more
than 1000.31–33 EXELFS spectra are particularly sensitive to
the short-range order within about 0.4 –0.5 nm from the excited atom.33
In principle the RMC modeling is effective for obtaining
a statistically plausible structure for a disordered system. In
the present study we are trying to obtain a structure slightly
deviated from the well-defined crystalline state, consistent
with the experimental spectra. We first tried the RMC fitting
of the data from an unirradiated area and confirmed that the
experimental EXELFS interference functions were consistent
with the crystal structure.33
For simplicity we started with the ␤-SiC 共cubic兲 structure instead of 6H, because the difference between the two
structures exists in the third nearest neighbor or farther
atomic pairs. The RMC cell contained 4096 atoms 共2048
carbon atoms and 2048 silicon atoms兲, which correspond to
8⫻8⫻8 unit cells in size. For the modeling of the irradiated
area, the number of carbon atoms was reduced according to
the experimentally obtained value. The theoretical interference function  C (k) for each atomic configuration was calculated with the formula

 C共 k 兲 ⫽

冕

⬁

0

4  r 2  g 2 共 r 兲 ␥ 共 2 兲 共 r,k 兲 dr,

共5兲

where  is the atomic density, g 2 (r) is the pair correlation
function, both derived from the atomic positions in the cell,
and ␥ (2) (r,k) is the EXELFS interference function for the
possible atom pairs having the interatomic distance of r,
which is calculated with the FEFF8.2 code.34 The experimental
interference functions,  E (k), were acquired and extracted
from the Si and C K edges. The atomic density of the irradiated area was not precisely determined, and hence a number of RMC fits were conducted by changing the value as a
parameter. No significant difference in the resultant atomic
configuration was found. The set of constraint conditions imposed and the other practical details are discussed
elsewhere.33 The RMC modeling will give an atomic configuration, statistically consistent with the three dimensional
distribution of interatomic distances of the real structure.
Since the EXELFS interference functions contain information within 0.4 –0.5 nm from the central excited atom, they
are sensitive to the local atom clustering but insensitive to
the spatial distribution of the clusters, e.g., uniformly distributed or segregated.
The 关110兴 projection of the atomic configuration obtained by RMC fitting for the area irradiated up to 1.8 dpa is
shown in Fig. 7, in which silicon and carbon atoms are separately shown, respectively, in 共a兲 and 共b兲. Atomic bonds are
depicted for atom pairs having plausible interatomic distances 共Si–C: 0.18 –0.20 nm, Si–Si: 0.22–0.25 nm, C–C:
0.14 –0.16 nm兲. The C sublattice remains almost unchanged
within the range of ⬃0.02 nm from the equilibrium positions, while the Si sublattice is locally distorted with direct
Si–Si bonds formed. The three-dimensional spatial distribution of the Si clustering is better visualized in Fig. 7共c兲,
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FIG. 8. Calculated high-resolution TEM image (thickness⫽96 nm, defocus
value⫽50 nm underfocused兲 共a兲 and associated electron diffraction pattern,
using the atomic positions in Fig. 7.
FIG. 7. Projected atomic configurations obtained by RMC fitting of EXELFS data in the damaged area: 共a兲 silicon, 共b兲 carbon, and 共c兲 three dimensional display of Si clusters.

generated by the GLASSVIR35 and STRUVIR36 program packages. The figure illustrates Si–Sin clusters (n⫽3 – 20) as triangles joining the surrounding Si atoms for n⫽3, and convex polyhedra regarding the Si central atom for n⬎3. The Si
clusters consist of no more than four atoms, which would
produce almost no effect on the electron diffraction pattern
and this is consistent with the experimental result presented
in Sec. III A 1.
A lattice image and electron diffraction pattern expected
from the atomic positions obtained above can be calculated,
based on the dynamical electron diffraction theory.37 The calculated lattice image at the optimum defocus value 共Scherzer
focus兲 and diffraction pattern projected onto the 共110兲 plane
are shown in Figs. 8共a兲 and 8共b兲, respectively. Image 共a兲
shows no appreciable lattice distortion or defective feature,

and the diffraction pattern 共b兲 also exhibits no distinct features reflecting the local atom clustering except slight increase in the background intensity around the diffraction
spots. These features qualitatively agree with those obtained
experimentally, as presented in Sec. III A 1.
5. ELNES of irradiated area

A core-loss spectrum recorded from a solid specimen
shows a pronounced fine structure, taking the form of peaks
in intensity within ⬃50 eV of the ionization threshold. This
fine structure is called energy-loss near-edge structure 共ELNES兲, and most of this structure reflects the influence of
atoms surrounding the excited atom 共chemical
information兲.26,29
Si L and C K ELNES acquired from the unirradiated and
1.8 dpa-irradiated areas are shown in Figs. 9共a兲 and 9共b兲,
together with those obtained from crystalline Si, amorphous
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FIG. 11. Change in plasmon energy of the area irradiated at 108 K as a
function of electron dose.

B. Amorphous structure formed by irradiation
below T c

1. TEM observation and plasmon shift measurement

FIG. 9. ELNES of Si L edge 共a兲 and C K edge 共b兲 from the areas of
unirradiated and 1.8 dpa irradiated at RT. ELNES of crystalline silicon,
amorphous silicon, and diamond are shown for comparison.

Si (a-Si), and diamond for comparison. By the electron irradiation the C K ELNES remained almost unchanged, while
the first prominent peak of Si L edge was broadened and the
peak profile around 120–140 eV showed a feature very similar to that of a-Si. These indicate that the C–Si4 tetrahedral
configuration was well maintained, whereas the chemical environments around Si significantly changed by the irradiation. The above facts can be consistently explained by the
distortions of the Si sublattice, accompanied by the local
atom clustering and the rather rigid C sublattice, concluded
by the preceding sections.

FIG. 10. Dark-field image of 6H–SiC after electron irradiated at 108 K for
40 min. The oval area showing a darker contrast is completely amorphized.

Figure 10 shows a weak-beam image of SiC electron
irradiated by 2 dpa at 108 K. The area of a uniform contrast
corresponds to the amorphized area. The plasmon shift with
the irradiation at 108 K as a function of electron dose is
shown in Fig. 11. It should be mentioned that the plasmon
energy at 0 dpa is less than that shown in Fig. 4 by 0.4 –0.6
eV; this is presumably due to different energy calibrations of
the spectrometer, varying by the external conditions such as
temperature and humidity in the laboratory. The plasmon
shift well corresponded to the degree of amorphization,
monitored by the formation of halo rings in the electron diffraction. The complete halo formation occurred at 0.8 –1.0
dpa, well correlated with the saturation of the plasmon shift
curve. The final plasmon energy was independent of amorphized temperature and the sample thickness. If assuming the
plasmon shift to be due to the reduction of valence electron
density, or atomic density of the irradiated area, the corresponding final volume swelling is estimated to be about
14%, which is close to the value observed in neutron
irradiation.3,8

FIG. 12. Energy-filtered images of an amorphized area after irradiation at
108 K for 20 min, showing 共a兲 zero-loss image, 共b兲 thickness distribution,
共c兲 Si, and 共d兲 C elemental distributions.
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FIG. 14. ELNES of Si L edge 共a兲 and C K edge 共b兲 from the areas of
unirradiated and 1.3 dpa irradiated 共amorphized兲 at 108 K.

3. EXELFS analysis of amorphized area

FIG. 13. PRDFs around Si 共a兲 and C 共b兲 in the amorphized area, obtained by
EXELFS analysis. 共c兲 Possible atomic configurations of building blocks of
the amorphous SiC. Si–Si共1兲: 0.235 nm, Si–Si共2兲: 0.309 nm, Si–Si共3兲:
0.383 nm, S–C共1兲:0.189 nm, Si–C共2兲:0.281 nm, Si–C共3兲: 0.347 nm,
C–C共1兲:0.154 nm, C–C共2兲:0.252 nm, C–C共2兲:0.309 nm.

2. Energy-filtered images of amorphized area

The energy-filtering TEM was again applied to examine
the thickness and elemental distributions of the amorphized
area. A set of obtained images is shown in Figs. 12共a兲–12共d兲.
The irradiated 共amorphized兲 area is recognized as an area of
a darker contrast in the zero-loss image, 共a兲. In 共b兲–共d兲, however, no contrast is observed to distinguish the irradiated area
from the unirradiated one. This indicates that the volume
swelling, or the increase in the thickness, was completely
compensated by the corresponding increment of  with no
net mass loss, and the produced Frenkel pairs during the
irradiation did not diffuse away out of the irradiated area,
unlike the case for the RT irradiation.

The EXELFS analysis was conducted on the completely
amorphized area and the resultant PRDFs around Si and C
atoms are shown in Figs. 13共a兲 and 13共b兲, respectively. The
data ranges in the wave number used for the Fourier transformation were 33.5–129.5 nm⫺1 共42.8 – 639.0 eV above the
spectrum onset兲 and 27.5– 80 nm⫺1 共28.8 –243.9 eV兲 for the
Si and C K edges, respectively. The data range available for
carbon was limited because a significant amount of oxygen
was included, probably owing to surface oxide, whose absorption edge started from ⬃530 eV. Hence the peak separation 共resolution兲 of the C PRDF is much worse than that in
the Si PRDF. Note that the peak positions in the PRDFs are
shifted from the true interatomic distances to the shorter side
because no correction for the phase shift was made.26
Each peak in the PRDF should correspond to an
amplitude-modulated sine wave in the k space, whose frequency and phase are determined by the interatomic distance
and the electron scattering power of the corresponding atom
pair.26,29,30 In the present case one has to take into account
Si–Si and Si–C pairs for the Si PRDF and C–C and C–Si
pairs for the C PRDF. The peaks up to r⫽0.4 nm were assigned to the specific atom pairs in the following manner: in
tetrahedrally coordinated semiconductors and ceramics, the
most probable structural unit even in amorphous structure is
the most stable triangle with the two sides of the stable covalent bonds making an angle of 109.5°.38 The possible unit
triangles to be considered in the present case are shown in
Fig. 13共c兲. Each atom pair in the figure gives a peak position
and a phase shift in the PRDFs, which can be determined by
an ab initio calculation.34 Each peak in the PRDFs was thus
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assigned to the specific atom pair illustrated in 共c兲 consistently, as indicated in Figs. 13共a兲 and 13共b兲. It should be
noted that the first peak in 共b兲 was assigned to Si–C共1兲 and
C–C共1兲 pairs overlapping, considering the intrinsic peak
width and asymmetry. The observed C–C共1兲 pair should be
of s p 3 type because the second peak position assigned to
C–C共2兲 in 共b兲 is also consistent with the s p 3 bond length.
4. ELNES of amorphized area

The fine structures of C K and Si L absorption edges
共ELNES兲 from the unirradiated and amorphized areas are
shown in Figs. 14共a兲 and 14共b兲, respectively. The fine structures were lost by the irradiation, which is more conspicuously seen in the C K ELNES. This simply reflects the loss
of the long-range order and chemical disordering.
We carefully examined the C K ELNES from the amorphized area to see if the s p 2 type C–C bonding occurred by
the irradiation, when the additional  * peak appear at the
lower energy side of the edge. A very small amount of
 –  * transition at the irradiated areas was sometimes found
but soon vanished during the EELS measurement. This indicates that the  * peaks originated from the surface graphitized layers formed by the irradiation and the layers were
evaporated by the illumination of intense electrons for the
EELS measurement. This suggests that the C–C bonds
formed by the irradiation are of s p 3 type except the surface
regions, consistent with the previous EXELFS results.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Damage processes of SiC below and above T c

Key observations to discuss the damage processes of
electron-irradiated SiC are: 共i兲 the critical dose necessary for
complete amorphization was nearly independent of irradiation temperature well below T c . 共ii兲 The plasmon shift during the irradiation was independent of sample thickness below T c , while it was strongly dependent on the sample
thickness above T c . 共iii兲 Above T c , the crystal structure of
the irradiated area was fragmented into nanometer size crystallites, slightly misoriented relative to the original crystal
orientation. 共iv兲 Above T c , the carbon content was more
depleted than that of silicon at the irradiated area, leaving
silicon nanoclusters. In contrast, the composition of the
amorphized area remained unchanged below T c . 共v兲 Below
T c , the amorphized structure consisted of rather homogeneous mixture of Si–C, Si–Si, and C–C covalent bonds,
most of which kept the stable tetrahedral configuration. 共vi兲
No stable s p 2 C–C bonds were found except for the surface
regions in the irradiated areas both above and below T c .
Meanwhile, it is known that there is a minor step in the
critical dose to amorphized SiC that occurs near 90 K,4,5
though we do not discuss this issue here because all the
experiments of the present study were conducted above this
temperature range.
The above observations suggest that the main controlling
factor of the damage process is the mobility of displaced
atoms. A recent MD simulation39 has suggested that a carbon
and silicon interstitial is mobile above RT and 350 K, respectively, in a SiC crystal. Below T c , atoms displaced to inter-
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stitial positions by electron irradiation will reconstruct the
surrounding atoms and be frozen at the relaxed positions, the
phenomenon of which should be thickness independent. Subsequent displacements and structural relaxation will give rise
to amorphized regions extending over a few atomic distances.
Above T c , on the other hand, thermal recovery by mobile interstitial atoms plays an essential role: lighter carbon
atoms should be preferentially displaced and diffuse away
out of the irradiated area, probably toward the surface sink
for a thinner sample. Resulting excess silicon atoms, that are
much less mobile, would reconstruct the broken bonds to
lessen the number of unsaturated bonds. This tendency will
be enhanced by the fact that it is more energetically favorable for Si to occupy a vacant C site than for C to occupy a
Si site.40 The resultant lattice distortions associated with the
local Si clustering give rise to the local lattice bending,
though the overall crystal structure is well maintained because the ‘‘flexible’’ Si sublattice bears the majority of the
lattice relaxation.
Weber41 classified amorphization of materials due to irradiation into several mechanisms by the damage evolution
versus irradiation dose: 共1兲 direct-impact 共in cascade兲 within
an individual collision cascade; 共2兲 the local accumulation of
high defect concentrations due to the overlap of collision
cascades; 共3兲 the nucleation and growth process; and 共4兲 a
combination of these processes, such as direct impact combined with cascade overlap or direct impact combined with
stimulated amorphization at C/A interfaces. The evolution of
amorphous fraction as a function of irradiation dose, D, follows 1⫺exp(⫺D) for the mechanism 共1兲, while the other
mechanisms exhibit sigmoidal-like dependence of relative
disorder on dose. If the plasmon shift associated with amorphization corresponds to the evolution of the amorphous
fraction, as mentioned in Sec. III B 1, a process similar to the
direct-impact model seems to explain the present exponential
decay of E p in Fig. 11. In the case of the present electron
irradiation, it would be more appropriate to adopt ‘‘defect
accumulation model’’ to predict the linear accumulation of
amorphous volume.18,42 The kinetics of amorphization well
below T c could be hence expressed by the following
equation:43
dfa
⫽   共 1⫺ f a 兲 ,
dt

共6兲

where  is the electron flux,  is the cross section for direct
displacement, and the term (1⫺ f a ) accounts for the crystalline fraction available for amorphization. Equation 共6兲 does
not include the thermal recovery term, reflecting the key observation 共i兲 above.
The solution of Eq. 共6兲 under the initial condition f a (t
⫽0)⫽0 is
f a ⫽1⫺exp共 ⫺   t 兲 .

共7兲

When the plasmon energies for crystalline and amorphous
portions are assigned to E cp and E ap , respectively, the observed plasmon peak is located at f a E ap ⫹(1⫺ f a )E cp , assuming that the plasmon peak position is given by the weighted
average of the plasmon energies involved. The last assump-
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FIG. 15. Replot of Fig. 10 共open circles兲 as a function of irradiation time
and their fit by Eq. 共8兲 共solid curve兲.

tion is justified when 兩 E cp ⫺E ap 兩 /E cp Ⰶ1. The plasmon shift as
a function of irradiation time ⌬E p (t) is then expressed by
⌬E p ⫽E p 共 t 兲 ⫺E cp ⫽ 共 E ap ⫺E cp 兲共 1⫺exp关 ⫺   t 兴 兲 .

共8兲

The cross section of displacement damage can be thus estimated by fitting the relative plasmon shift with Eq. 共8兲, as
shown in Fig. 15. E cp and E ap are the plasmon energies before
the irradiation and after the full amorphization, respectively.
 was estimated to be (2.8⫾0.5)⫻10⫺24 cm⫺2 , while the
displacement cross section calculated by the known
McKinley–Feshbach formula for electron scattering 关Eq. 共1兲兴
was ⬃2.8⫻10⫺25 cm⫺2 for Si and ⬃1.4⫻10⫺24 cm⫺2 for
C. Each displaced atom is therefore supposed to contribute to
the local structural disordering over a few to about ten atoms
surrounding it. This small cascade size for each displacement
effectively rules out the stimulated damage evolution at the
C/A interface, unlike the cases for heavy ion or high-energy
neutron irradiation. Furthermore, if correlated point defect
recombination to produce recovery of the created Frenkel
defects is taken into account, the size of local disordering
should be accordingly larger by double or more.
The present analysis is justified only if the envelope of
the wave function of the plasmon is localized within the
small cascade for each displacement. A plasmon actually extends over only a few lattice sites for a large class of metals
and semiconductors.44 In addition the threshold displacement
energies used in the present analysis were taken as 70 and 40
eV for Si and C, respectively, which might be larger than the
lowest ones 共35 and 20 eV兲 reported in other articles.45– 47
Even if we take these lowest values as the threshold energies,
the above discussion holds just by changing the dpa estimation to about a half of them and the cross section of displacement damage calculated by McKinley–Feshbach formula accordingly.
B. Origin of large volume swelling associated
with amorphization

The key observations 共v兲 and 共vi兲 described in Sec. IV A
suggest that the homonuclear bonds can bear a part of the
volume swelling, because the simple arithmetic average of

FIG. 16. PRDFs of amorphous SiC generated with MD by melt and quench
method.

covalent bond lengths of Si–Si, Si–C, and C–C gives 0.193
nm for r C–C⫽0.154 nm (sp 3 ), but 0.189 nm for r C–C
⫽0.142 nm (sp 2 ) that is equal to the original Si–C bond
length. The increase in the average bond length should cause
a certain volume expansion. In order to see how much volume increase is expected by this increase in the average bond
length, an amorphous structure was generated using MD.
A cubic MD cell containing 1000 atoms 共500 Si and 500
C兲 randomly arranged was prepared. The system was first
retained at 4000 K for 20 ps 共20 000 steps兲 under the NTP
ensemble 共constant number of particles, temperature and
pressure兲, when the system was completely melted. The interatomic potential used was the Tersoff potential for SiC,48
which does not take the sp 2 type C–C interaction into account. The system was then cooled down to 300 K at the
cooling rate of 50 K/ps and amorphous SiC structure was
thus obtained. The corresponding PRDFs are shown in Fig.
16. The primary peak positions up to ⬃0.3 nm are in good
agreement with those obtained by EXELFS analysis, as
shown in Fig. 13. The atomic density was decreased 共or the
volume was increased兲 by 7%. Therefore one half of the
observed swelling is explained by the increase in the average
bond length due to formation of sp 3 C–C bonds.
The other half of the observed swelling is likely ascribed
to introduction of Frenkel pairs. Another MD simulation was
then carried out to estimate how much volume is increased
by introduction of a pair of interstitial and vacancy. A Si or C
atom was removed from the cubic MD cell 关 5⫻5⫻5 unit
cells 共1000 atoms兲, zincblend structure兴 and inserted back
into an appropriate interstitial position. The MD was run at
300 K for 10 ps to let the surrounding atomic positions relax.
As a result, the volume was increased by 5.2⫻10⫺2 % and
4.4⫻10⫺2 % per Si–V 共vacancy兲 and C–V pair for 1000
atoms, respectively, nearly independent of the initial interstitial position. Since at least 1/10 of atoms 共or 100 atoms in
this case兲 are to be displaced for complete amorphization
according to the discussion in Sec. IV A, the expected void
swelling can be estimated to be more than 4%–5%. Hence
the total observed volume swelling can be fully explained by
the increase in the average bond length due to the formation
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of sp 3 C–C and the conventional void swelling. Recently
Snead and Zincle showed that volumetric swelling of amorphous SiC could vary a wide range 共⬃5%兲 prior to recrystallization by annealing.49 They attributed it to annealing out
local strain in the amorphous network. This can be explained
by the sp 3 C–C bonds changing to more stable sp 2 bonds
during annealing.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Damage processes of ␣-SiC above and below the critical
temperature (T c ) of amorphization by high-energy electron
irradiation were examined by means of TEM and EELS.
Amorphization occurring below T c proceeds by subsequent formation and accumulation of small disordered regions extending over a few lattice sites, each of which is
formed by reconstruction of unsaturated bonds and strain
relaxation around the displaced atom. The kinetics of amorphization is well explained by the defect-accumulation
model. The amorphous structure can be characterized by a
homogeneous mixture of Si–Si, Si–C, and C–C covalent
bonds, excluding sp 2 -type C–C bond formation except for
surface regions, and the building blocks of the structure still
tend to keep the tetrahedral coordination. Furthermore, the
large volume swelling associated with the amorphization is
ascribed to the increase in the average bond length in addition to the conventional void swelling.
On the other hand, the crystal structure is retained by the
irradiation above T c , although the crystal is fragmented into
a highly defective state in which the crystal lattices are locally misoriented to one another. This structure is formed by
local strain centers induced by preferential displacements
and outward diffusion of lighter C atoms, followed by clustering of excess Si atoms. The mechanisms of the damage
processes are totally controlled by the mobility of selfinterstitial atoms and the tendency of covalent bonding to
minimize the number of unsaturated bonds. Hence the
present mechanisms would hold true universally for damaging processes of any covalent bonded materials.
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